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Tra eroute is one of the most famous and widely adopted diagnosti tool for omputer networks. Although tra eroute is often used
to infer links between Autonomous Systems (ASes), the presen e of the
so- alled third-party (TP) addresses may indu e the inferen e of false
AS-level links. In this paper, we propose a novel a tive probing te hnique based on the IP timestamp option able to identify TP addresses.
For evaluating both the appli ability and the utility of the proposed
te hnique, we perform a large-s ale measurement ampaign targeting 
from multiple vantage points  more than 327K destinations belonging
to about 14K ASes. The results show how TP addresses are very ommon and ae t about 17% of AS-level links extra ted from tra eroute
tra es. Compared to a previously proposed heuristi method, our te hnique allows to identify many more TP addresses and to re-interpret part
of its results.
Abstra t.

1

Introdu tion

An a

urate knowledge of the Internet topology is essential for a deep under-

standing of su h a

omplex and ever-evolving system [7, 11, 19, 20℄. In the last

de ade many attempts have been done to over ome the in ompleteness of BGPderived AS-level topologies [12℄ using tra eroute [4, 8, 13℄. However, tra eroute
is known to be ina

urate and to indu e errors when its results are used to infer

the Internet topology [15, 17, 27℄.
One sour e of ina

ura y is represented by the so

alled

third-party

(TP)

addresses [14, 18℄, i.e. addresses asso iated to interfa es whi h are not a tually
traversed by the IP pa kets sent toward the tra eroute destination. While several
other

auses may impa t the a

ura y of AS links derived from tra eroute  su h

as divergen e between data and

ontrol paths, anonymous hops, unmapped hops,

Internet ex hange points (IXPs), multi-origin AS prexes, and siblings  TP
addresses (when shared between peering AS neighbors) were re ently dened
by Zhang et al. [27℄ as the last and the most di ult
and as a huge obstru tion towards the a
Several works, by using heuristi

ause to be inferred

ura y of tra eroute measurements.

methods, tried to deal with su h issues with

dierent obje tives: to explain the mismat hes between BGP- and tra eroutederived AS paths [8, 27℄, or to

omplement the AS-level topology inferred from

BGP repositories [4, 8, 13℄. However, to the best of our knowledge, only two

works tried to isolate and study the phenomenon of TP addresses in order to
quantify their impa t, a hieving dierent

on lusions. By adopting a heuristi

method based on IP-to-AS mapped tra eroute tra es, Hyun et al. [14℄

on lude

that TP addresses mostly appear at the border of multi-homed ASes and

annot

be a signi ant sour e of AS map distortion. On the other hand, by using preomputed AS-level graphs and pre-a quired knowledge about routers interfa es,
Zhang et al. [27℄

on lude that TP addresses

ause 60% of mismat hes between

BGP- and tra eroute-derived AS paths, where mismat hes ae t from 12% to
37% of the paths depending on the vantage point.
In this paper, for shedding light on this

ontroversial topi , we propose the

rst a tive probing te hnique able to dire tly dete t the presen e of TP addresses
in tra eroute IP paths. Our te hnique is based on the IP prespe ied timestamp
option [5℄ and requires no previous knowledge about routers interfa es, nor AS
paths provided by BGP or IP-to-AS mapping. Performing a large s ale measurement

ampaign, we evaluate the te hnique showing that: (i) the same IP address

may be a TP or not depending on both the sour e and the destination of the IP
path; (ii) TP addresses ae t 17% of the AS links extra ted from our dataset
and (iii) they appear in a signi ant portion of the dete ted AS-level loops. We
further

ompare our te hnique with the method proposed by Hyun et al. [14℄,

whi h is the only other method not using AS paths extra ted from BGP. The
omparison reveals that only 1.5% of IP addresses dete ted as TP by our te hnique are re ognized as su h by their heuristi , explaining the underestimation
of the phenomenon.
The paper is organized as follows. Se . 2 introdu es TP addresses and explain their ee t when tra eroute is used to infer topologi al information; Se . 3
presents our a tive probing te hnique to identify TP addresses in tra eroute
tra es; Se . 4 des ribes the methodology adopted to evaluate the proposed te hnique as well as the main ndings; Se . 5
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on ludes the paper.

Understanding TP addresses and their impa t

The RFC1812 [5℄ states that the sour e address of an ICMP error pa ket should
orrespond to the outgoing interfa e of the ICMP reply, rather than the interfa e
on whi h the pa ket triggering the error was re eived [14℄. This behavior

an

ause a tra eroute IP path to in lude addresses asso iated to interfa es not
in luded in the path a tually traversed. For instan e, the tra e from
Fig. 1
and
and

ontains the sequen e

b are asso iated to the in
c is the interfa e used by

originator. The IP

(a, b, c)

oming interfa es of routers
router

C

A

and

B

to

urren e of TP addresses

D

in

a

respe tively,

to send ICMP replies to the tra eroute

is a TP address sin e it is asso iated  in this spe i

 to an interfa e not ee tively traversed by the pa kets sent from
The o

S

of IP addresses (hereafter IPs), where

S

to

tra e

D.

an have a signi ant impa t on some tra er-

oute appli ations. The major impa t is related to the inferen e of AS-level links
from tra eroute tra es: as shown in previous works [14, 27℄, TP addresses may
ause the inferen e of false AS links. Consider again Fig. 1: if the IP address

b

Fig. 1: TP addresses indu ing the inferen e of false AS links
belongs to

ASx,

and

c

belongs to the

ASz

addressing spa e, then the IP-to-AS

mapping of the tra e will indu e the inferen e of a false AS link, i.e.
Note also how the TP address hides the

ASy

ASx − ASz .

whi h, tough traversed, does not

appear in the mapped AS-level tra e.
While TP addresses may also impa t subnet positioning [26℄ and alias resolution [25℄, for ing the adoption of several

omplex heuristi s, in this paper we

fo us on their impa t on the AS-level links inferred from tra eroute tra es.

3

Dete ting TP addresses

Our te hnique only requires two probes to understand if an IP address dis overed
by tra eroute lies on the path (OP) or not (TP).

Basi prin iples.

Our te hnique is based on the IP prespe ied timestamp

(TS) option [23℄. It allows to prespe ify in a single pa ket up to four IP addresses from whi h a timestamp is requested. Hereafter, we adopt the notation

PROBE X ABCD

introdu ed in [24℄, where

targeted destination and

ABCD

1

PROBE

is the probe type,

X

is the

is the ordered list of prespe ied IPs from whi h

a timestamp is requested .
Thanks to a large-s ale measurement

ampaign targeting more than 1.7M IP

addresses [10℄, we dete ted that most routers (in luding Cis o devi es), when proessing su h option, insert one timestamp every time the probe passes through
the interfa e asso iated to the prespe ied address. Su h behavior
dete ted by targeting Y with an
if the

ICMPecho
reply

message

ICMPecho
request Y YYYY

ontains

1

probe. A

an be easily

ording to [10℄,

timestamp, it means that the interfa e Y

was only traversed by the probe when entering the router. If it

ontains

2 times-

tamps, Y was traversed by the probe providing either one timestamp when both
entering and leaving the router or two timestamps just when entering. Finally,

3

timestamps o

ur if the probe was stamped twi e when entering the router,

but only on e when leaving it. In su h three

ases the targeted router exposes a

per network interfa e stamping behavior, whi h

an be exploited to understand

if a tra eroute hop is part or not of the forward IP path.

1

The order implies that B annot insert its own timestamp before A, and so on.

Fig. 2: Classi ation of the hop Y dis overed by tra eroute toward D.

TP address dete tion te hnique.

In order to understand if the hop Y dis-

overed by tra eroute toward D is a TP address, the proposed te hnique works
a

ording to the following steps (see Fig. 2): (1.) it targets Y with an

Y YYYY

probe to verify if it is

siable, it targets D with
the payload of the

lassiable or not (see below); (2.) if Y is

UDP D YYYY2:

ICMPport
unreach

ICMPecho
request

message

las-

if the TS option brought ba k into

ontains at least one timestamp, Y is

lassied as OP, otherwise it is a TP address.
The rst step is ne essary be ause there are other less

ommon router be-

haviors that may lead the te hnique to misleading results. Indeed, adopting a
onservative approa h, a tra eroute hop Y is
ery time there is no

onsidered

non− lassiable

ev-

lear eviden e that its router has a per network interfa e

stamping behavior, as in the following

ir umstan es:

 Private address (PVT):

Y is part of a private addressing blo k and it

may be unrea hable by the

message or it may be employed in

ICMPecho
request

dierent networks along the path toward the destination. In the latter

ase, a

ICMPport
unreach message may be inserted by a dierent router.
(NO−REP): no reply is re eived to ICMPecho
request Y YYYY,

timestamp in the

 La k of reply

thus either the targeted devi e dropped the probe or the reply was ltered

3

along the path .

 The TS option is removed (NO−OPT): the ICMPecho
reply
from Y

message re eived

ontains no TS option, thus either the targeted hop did not repli ate

the option in the reply or the option was removed along the path.

 Zero timestamps (NO−TS):

the targeted devi e simply ignores the TS

option, without inserting any timestamp in the

 Four timestamps (JUN): the targeted devi
behavior has been already observed in the

ICMPecho
reply

e provides

message.

4 timestamps. Su

insert their timestamp also when the prespe ied address is asso iated to
owned interfa e [10℄. Hen e, the presen e of a timestamp in the
message obtained during the se ond step would not allow to
In other words, a tra eroute hop Y is
from

2
3

1

to

3

h

ase of Juniper routers, whi h

onsidered

timestamps when dire tly probed with

lassiable

any

ICMPport
unreach

lassify Y.

only if it provides

ICMPecho
request Y YYYY.

UDP probes allow to avoid ambiguities aused by the reverse path [10℄.
In [10℄, we observed how equipping lassi a tive probes with the TS option auses
a strong redu tion of the responsiveness.

We also implemented and made publi ly available

4

an enhan ed tra eroute

version, based on paris−tra eroute [3℄, whi h applies our te hnique to

lassify

the hops dis overed along the path toward the destination.

4

Experimental evaluation

In this se tion, we des ribe the large s ale measurement

ampaign

ondu ted to

evaluate the proposed te hnique as well as the main ndings.

4.1 Measurement ampaign
To evaluate our te hnique, we sele ted more than

327K

destinations in

ASes among the ones showing stable responsiveness to both ping, a
the PREDICT proje t [2℄, and UDP probes
a large s ale measurement

14K

ording to

5

arrying the TS option . To perform

ampaign, we used 53 PlanetLab nodes [6℄ lo ated in

dierent ASes as vantage points (hereafter VPs).
In parti ular, ea h node was instru ted to (1.) send UDP probes toward
the destinations and sele t those whi h reply and preserve the TS option; (2.)
laun h UDP paris-tra eroute toward the sele ted destinations; (3.) laun h an

ICMPecho
request Y YYYY toward ea

h intermediate hop Y; (4.) sele t the

lassiable

hops as the ones providing 1−3 timestamps; (5.) send an UDP probe toward
the tra eroute destination prespe ifying ea h time a dierent
olle ted on the path. In order to avoid ambiguities
the UDP probes used to
are

lassiable hop

aused by load balan ers,

lassify the hops and the ones generated by tra eroute

rafted as part of the same ow a

ording to [3℄.

After removing the tra es ae ted by ltering, the nal dataset  publi ly
available

4



onsisted of

∼12M tra

es for a total number of

∼ 443K

addresses.

4.2 Main ndings
Sin e every VP tra ed IP paths toward the same destinations, a spe i

IP

address may be dis overed by multiple VPs: this happens espe ially for those
lo ated

lose to the destinations. Fig. 3 shows how many distin t VPs dis overed

the same IP address: more than
while about a half were

Hops lassiability.

of IPs were

When an IP address is

node independently states if it is
trigger the ltering of the
of VPs to

96%

aptured by more than

35

aptured by at least two VPs,
VPs.

aptured by multiple VPs, ea h

lassiable or not. However, the TS option may

ICMPecho
reply

message on some paths indu ing a subset

onsider the targeted devi e as non− lassiable (NO−REP). Fig. 4

reports the number of nodes not re eiving replies from a devi e whi h su

essfully

replied to at least one VP: only 15% of addresses did not experien e su h intransit ltering, while on average 4 VPs were for ed by ltering to
devi e as non− lassiable. We

an

onsider a

on lude that the number of VPs is a key

point for appli ations based on the TS option [16, 24℄.

4
5

http://traffi . omi s.unina.it/tpa/
A ording to a ampaign ondu ted from our laboratory at University of Napoli.
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ltering.

per tra eroute tra e.

When some VPs labeled an IP address as non− lassiable and the other VPs
judged the same address as

lassiable, we did not

VPs unanimously agreed about more than
as

lassiable and

limited number of

97% of

47.6% as non− lassiable.
IPs (1.4%) and were mainly

onsider it as a

IPs labeling

oni t. Our

51% of

addresses

Coni ting verdi ts regarded a
aused by the removal of the TS

option on some reverse paths. Tab. 1 reports a breakdown of non− lassiable IPs
per

ategory (see Se . 3): our te hnique was unable to

lassify su h IPs mostly

be ause of devi es not replying (16.4%), ignoring the TS option (14.6%), or
belonging to the JUN

ategory (10.4%). We also found 9 IPs exposing multiple

behaviors to distin t VPs, mainly

aused by non−RFC

ompliant routers (a

phenomenon deeply investigated in [10℄).
Besides non− lassiable hops, more than a half of IPs in the dataset were
lassiable by our te hnique. Adopting a per-tra e point of view, Fig. 5 shows
the fra tion of

i

ii )

lassiable hops per tra e ( ) for ea h VP and (

entire dataset: on average 4%, 52% and 30% hops are

over the

lassiable in ea h tra e

respe tively by the most ltered node (Worst VP), the less ltered one (Best
VP) and over the entire dataset. As reported in the following, although not all
the hops in ea h tra e are

lassiable, our te hnique allows to investigate the

TP addresses impa t on tra eroute appli ations.

Classi ation results.

Most

lassiable hops appeared in several paths from

multiple VPs toward multiple destinations. Fig. 6 shows the per entage of
siable IPs always

lassied as TP or OP and those

las-

lassied as both (Mix), on

the paths in whi h they appeared. Su h paths are aggregated in three dierent
ways: paths originated (1.) by the same VP toward multiple destinations, (2.) by
multiple VPs toward a single destination, (3.) by multiple VPs toward multiple
destinations. The obtained results highlight an unexpe ted general trend: most
tra eroute tra es

ontain many more TP than OP addresses. Hen e, a

ording

to the router behavior des ribed in Se . 3, most of the intermediate routers enountered along the path reply to the tra eroute originator using an interfa e
dierent from the ones traversed by the pa kets sent to the targeted destination.
For both the aggregations 1 and 2, most of addresses were always
TP or OP. However, some IPs were also variably

lassied as

lassied and this phenomenon

is mu h more important in the aggregation 3. Su h an eviden e allows to

on-

the same address dis overed with tra eroute may lie or not on the
IP path depending on the (i) originating node and (ii) the targeted destination,
essentially due to both inter- and intra-domain routing.
lude that

Table 1: Root

ause analysis of non− lassiable IPs.

Category (Se . 3)
PVT
NO−REP
NO−TS
JUN
NO−OPT
Multiple Behaviors

IPs
9,428
72,775
64,641
45,963
18,039
9

Non− lassiable IPs

%IPs
2.2
16.4
14.6
10.4
4
∼0

210,885

Impa t on derived AS links.

While

224K

IPs were

47.6

lassied at least on e

as TP address, not all the TP addresses impa t the AS-level links derived from
tra eroute. Mapping ea h hop to the owner AS [9℄, we identied in our dataset

14, 783
IXPs,

dierent ASes. In order to avoid ambiguities

aused by the presen e of

we removed from our tra es the hops asso iated to them a

datasets provided by

peeringDB

AS-level links, we removed
Taking into a

38

[22℄ and

PCH

ording to the

[21℄. From the resulting

links involving sibling ASes a

34, 414

ording to [1℄.

ount that the same AS link may appear in several tra es to-

ward distin t destinations and depending on the involved IPs, a single AS link
may be asso iated to multiple
IPs were

lassi ations a

ording to how the two involved

lassied ea h time by our te hnique. In order to deal with this phe-

nomenon, we applied the following methodology: (1.) if both the involved IPs
were

lassied as OP at least on e, we are

link a tually exists; else, by adopting a

ondent that the

orresponding AS

onservative approa h, (2.) if both the

involved IPs were non− lassiable by our te hnique at least on e, we

onsider

the link as possible; nally, (3.) the AS links whi h always involved at least one
onsidered potentially false (see link ASx−ASz in Fig. 1). We
1, 897 existing links and 25, 990 possible links. On the other hand, we
6, 299 potentially false AS links orresponding to about 17% of the links

TP address are
ounted
found

extra ted from the dataset.

AS-level loops. False AS links

aused by TP addresses may also generate bogus

AS-level loops. In our dataset, we registered

80
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25

the destination, in whi h an AS-level loop appeared. Among these tra es, about

4, 144

loops involved sibling ASes. Thanks to our te hnique, we dis overed that

TP addresses are involved in at least

37% of

6

105K and 149K loops
6, 083 loops involved a

su h loops :

respe tively started or ended with a TP address, while
sequen e of

AS1

onse utive TP addresses. For instan e,

sequen e, if

that the

AS2

and

AS3

onsidering the

AS1 AS2 AS3

are asso iated to TP addresses, one possibility is

orresponding path is entirely

ontained in

AS1, thus generating a bogus

loop.

4.3 Impli ations of the results of our te hnique
The surprising high value of potentially false AS links suggests that TP addresses
an be a signi ant sour e of AS maps distortion. Su h

on lusion

onrms the

one drawn by Zhang et al. [27℄ and is totally dierent from the one given by
Hiun et al. [14℄. Here, we investigated the basi
A

ording to the heuristi

reasons of su h

ontradi tion.

andidate

method proposed by Hiun et al., a

TP

address is an intermediate hop that resolves to an AS that diers from the ASes
of both adja ent IPs in the same path. The method takes into a

ount also path

stability, AS ownerships and hostnames.
On the one hand, applying the Hiun's method on our dataset,
were

lassied as

7, 457

IPs

andidate TP addresses. Su h addresses appeared in 56,595

dierent IP1 IP2 IP3 sequen es where all the IPs were mapped to dierent
ASes and IP2 represents the

andidate TP address. Ea h sequen e appeared in

multiple tra es and ea h time the involved IPs were
(i)

166

7

lassied by our te hnique :

sequen es resulted as real AS1 AS2 AS3 transitions, sin e all the three

IPs were

lassied at least on e as OP; (ii) although the

was non− lassiable by our te hnique in

39, 824

andidate TP address

sequen es, in

15, 850

we re ognized as TP address the previous or the next hop, whi h

of them

ould be the

16, 605 sequen es, our
85% of ases (the two
in 14% of sequen es (in

real responsible of a false AS link; (iii) in the remaining
te hnique always

lassied the

entral address as TP in

te hniques validate ea h other in su h

ases) and as OP

ontradi tion to the response of the Hiun's method). In the last
found

52

sequen es

ase, we also

lassied as both TP and OP depending on the tra eroute

destination and the VP used.
On the other hand, only

1.5% of the TP addresses identied by our te

hnique

is dete ted by the Hiun's method. The main reason is that a TP address is
su h independently from the AS point of view. In addition, a tra eroute path
may

ontain multiple

onse utive TP addresses  a possibility

in [14℄. Considering the sequen es of

onsidered

remote

onse utive TP addresses dete ted in our

tra es, Fig. 7 shows the distribution of their lengths. Globally, we registered

680K

unique sequen es: about

a half

onsisted of more than

6
7

3

25%

were isolated TP addresses, but more than

onse utive TP addresses. As for ASy in Fig. 1,

Sin e we used a onservative approa h, the real impa t may be potentially wider.
As des ribed above, the address identied by Hyun as andidate TP address may
ee tively lie or not on the IP path depending on the sour e and the destination.

if a tra eroute path only
to other ASes,

5

rosses border routers exposing TP addresses mapped

onse utive TP addresses may entirely hide an AS from the path.

Con lusion

In this paper, we presented and evaluated  to the best of our knowledge, for the
rst time in literature  an a tive probing te hnique able to identify TP addresses
in tra eroute tra es. Dierently from most previous works, our te hnique does
not rely on information provided by BGP monitors and it allows to
that TP addresses

on lude

an be a signi ant sour e of AS map distortion. Thanks to

a large s ale measurement

ampaign, we draw the following general

on lusions:

(i) the same address may be a TP address or not depending on the originating
host and the targeted destination; (ii) TP addresses may also be responsible
for bogus AS-level loops. We further observed that our te hnique was able to
lassify more than half of the total dis overed IPs and, surprisingly, about 17%
of tra eroute-derived AS-level links were ae ted by TP addresses, being thus
potentially false. Finally, our results

onrmed the

on lusion drawn by Zhang

et al. [27℄ on the severity of this phenomenon and allowed to explain why su h
on lusion oni ts with the one a hieved by Hyun et al [14℄: on our dataset, their
heuristi

method was able to dis over only 1.5% of the TP addresses re ognized

by our te hnique.
In our ongoing work, we aim at quantifying the magnitude of the map distortion introdu ed when

ombining tra eroute- and BGP-derived information to

infer the AS-level topology of Internet. We also plan to investigate if and how
TP addresses

stitute

an explain known in ongruities, su h as

hops arising when

extra, missing,

and

sub-

omparing the AS paths derived from tra eroute with

the ones extra ted from BGP monitors [27℄.
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